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From a popular parenting blogger and the author of Positive Parenting, an interactive
guide for any parent who wants to foster emotional connection in place of yelling,
nagging, and power struggles With more than one million Facebook followers for her
Positive Parenting online community, Rebecca Eanes has become a trusted voice
among parents who are looking for a better way -- hoping to dial down the drama,
frustration, stress and resentment that's all too common in our hectic times. This
inspiring and inviting guide walks readers through the process of charting a new path,
toward greater emotional awareness, clear communication, and even joyful moments in
parenting (remember those?). Filled with encouraging prompts and plenty of room to
record your progress, this is a much-needed addition to the positive parenting shelf -and a companion to some of the most popular parenting guides on the market.
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If you want to learn more about positive parenting, then keep reading... Two
manuscripts in one book: Toddler Parenting: The Ultimate Guide to Using Positive
Discipline to Raise Children with High Self-Esteem, Including Tips for Sleep Training,
Handing Tantrums, and Potty Training Potty Training: An Essential Step-By-Step Guide
to Having Your Toddler Go Diaper Free Fast, Including Special Methods for Boys and
Girls Are you struggling to deal with your toddler's tantrums or misbehavior? Does
bedtime feel like an uphill battle? Do you want to successfully potty train your toddler
with no hassles? Do you want to raise a happy and confident child? If yes, then this is
the perfect book for you. Welcoming a baby home and entering parenthood is a major
milestone in life. It is also a significant change. From now on, you are responsible not
only for yourself but also for your child's wellbeing and growth. Regardless of how much
you love your little one, parenting comes with its own set of challenges. As with
everything else in life, preparation, patience, and effort will help you deal with any
challenge that comes your way. A wonderful thing about parenting is that it gives you
complete control overregulating your child's behavior. Once you learn the right way to
discipline your child, raising a well-behaved child becomes quite easy. Positive
parenting provides you with all the right tools you need to raise a happy, confident, and
well-behaved child. Positive parenting is a simple concept that focuses on positive
discipline. Remember, there are no bad children; it all boils down to behaviors. In part 1
of this book, you will learn about... Understanding a toddler's development Meaning and
benefits of positive discipline Practical tips for training your toddler to potty and sleep
through the night Dealing with tantrums and misbehavior Tips to encourage creativity
Tips for building a toddler's self-esteem How to raise a self-confident child Importance
of positive daily habits, and much more! Part 2 of this book includes: The right time to
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start your child's potty-training Debunking potty-training myths and misconceptions The
psychology behind potty-training How to use the potty for the first time Common pottytraining problems Nighttime potty training Tips and trick on potty-training boys vs. girls
How to form potty-training habits And last, transitioning from the potty to an adult toilet
This book is a thoroughly researched, fact-checked, and concise resource for you,
whether you're a first-time parent looking to learn the ropes or a veteran parent trying to
revise their old ways. This book will act as your guide and provide helpful insights about
parenting a toddler using positive discipline. It will help you every step of the way and
improve your parenting skills. So, what are you waiting for? The first step now by
clicking the "add to cart" button!
Toddler Discipline: The Essential Guide on How to Teach The Right Values to Your
Child, Learn Different Practices and Strategies on How to Raise Smart and WellBehaved Kids All parents want their children to be happy, healthy, respectful, and be
respected by others as well. We want them to know how to function well at home and in
public. Discipline is about teaching your child the acceptable and not acceptable
behavior they should do. And no matter how old your child is, it is important that the
parents are consistent with how they discipline their child. It is inevitable that during the
course of bringing up your child, you will encounter frustrating situations with issues
surrounding your child. Sometimes, it can be challenging to teach good manners and
values to your kids. That's why it is important to start as early as possible and to remain
consistent. This book will give you expert advice and tips on how you can instill values
and discipline your child so they grow up to be a respectful and well-mannered child
that would function well in society. This book will discuss some of the following topics:
Parental Control Follow Through is Key to Successful Discipline Parenting - When a
Child Asks Why Make Quality Time With Your Child Count Our Ever-Changing Role as
a Parent Positive Discipline Without Hurting Your Child The Truth About Lying Training
the Fussy Eater There are many tools you can use as effective and positive parenting
techniques to ensure that your child is well-behaved. If you want to learn more on how
you can discipline your child and instill the right values, scroll up and click "add to cart"
now.
Do you want to learn how to educate your child with toddler discipline? If yes, then keep
reading! Toddler discipline is not a negative concept, it is filled with the methods to
teach your child how to cope, use the left brain, and work quickly to stop the rightemotional mind from taking control. It starts with child development knowledge and
parental behavior through practical advice and examples to help you deal with specific
situations. Knowing when to discipline your child is very important, and it is essential
that you take the time to examine your child before giving them a punishment. Are they
just acting out, or is there a deeper reason why they are doing what they are doing? It is
crucial that you save discipline for the moments when it is really important, and that you
don't just go around spanking or punishing your child because they act out. Ensure that
the actions are extreme enough to warrant discipline, which will help you not spend all
your time punishing your child. This book covers the following topics: Positive Discipline
Use Your Brain As Best As You Can How To Become The Cool Parent Your Kid Need
Beginning Discipline Journey Towards A Well-Behaved Child Discipline Approaches To
Try Positive Discipline Parenting Tools And Much More! Always stay consistent, set
firm boundaries, and award good behavior when your toddler succeeds with their sleep
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habits, such as staying in bed or going to sleep without arguing or throwing a temper
tantrum. Remember to remain calm, even if you get very frustrated (which happens to
all parents). From then on, you can closely follow all of the techniques outlined in this
book. Best of luck with sleep training your baby or toddler! Ready to get started? Click
the BUY NOW button!
Learn the Modern Discipline Strategies and Make the Toddler Years Peaceful and
Positive Easily! Parenting is a tough challenge. Especially toddlerhood, when your
beloved baby grows up and becomes uncontrollable, unpredictable and superemotional. Tantrums, aggression, and behavioral problems can frighten you, but ...
Don't panic, stay happy and positive. We will discuss the most effective strategies and
solutions how to deal with behavioral problems, prevent tantrums and save the child's
trust and love. You will learn how to understand, listen and discipline your child with the
help of psychology and the best psychologist tool in the world - your heart. This book is
the key to happy relationships, communication, and development of your child in a
positive way. Apply these strategies and tips in practice and enjoy this period of a
child's life without stress, tears, and tantrums for sure. Here Is A Preview Of What You'll
Learn: -How to Bring Up Without Stress and Harm to the Child? -How to Solve Conflicts
and to Prevent Tantrums Easily. -Simple Tips and Tricks to handle Toddler Behavior.
-Rescue Your Kid or How to Deal with The Terrible Twos Period. -The Secret Secrets
of Going to the Store with Children. -Common Discipline Mistakes and How to Avoid
Them. -Discipline Strategies and Techniques. -Effective ways to replace the
Punishment. -Effective communication: How to Talk and Listen to Your Toddler.
-Parenting is a great challenge, but it can also be one of the most beautiful and most
pleasant experiences in life. So make the challenging toddler years peaceful and
positive. Scroll up and click "Buy now with 1 Click" to get your copy now. 2018. All
Rights Reserved Tags: toddler discipline, positive discipline, toddler discipline
strategies, toddler development, toddler parenting, positive parenting solutions, positive
parenting book, peaceful parent happy kids, toddler wise, baby discipline books, child
discipline, positive parenting, positive parenting an essential guide, no bad kids, toddler
discipline without shame.
Are you tired of constantly yelling at your child? Do you think traditional methods of
education are no longer effective? Would you like to connect with your child and figure
out what's best for him? Then keep reading ... My name is Susan Garcia and a few
years ago I was in the same situation as you. I am the mother of two wonderful children
and thanks to my work as an educator and family counselor I have been in contact with
thousands of children and parents throughout my career. The problem that happened to
me most frequently is the fear of discipline. Discipline is always associated with
something negative by parents. But this is not the case at all. Discipline is a good thing
if you know how to use it. The first thing to understand is that there is a big difference
between discipline and punishment. While discipline is essential to raising your child,
punishment is not always the right technique to use. Today's children are growing
faster, and the techniques that worked a few years ago today are no longer effective.
You need something completely different, a new approach to educating children. This
bundle contains my two most successful books on positive discipline: POSITIVE
PARENTING: The Essential Guide To The Most Important Years of Your Child's Life
POSITIVE PARENTING: An Essential Guide to Understanding and Managing your
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Teen's Behavior In this Collection you will discover: All you need to know about Positive
Discipline How to teach children not what to think but how to think How to understand
when your child is becoming a teenager Meet the special challenge of teen misbehavior
How to connect with your child How to understand when your child is becoming a
teenager How to change the attitude towards him How to continue to protect him but
make him take responsibility for his action The best way to teach your child about
useful life skills How to raise a responsible teenager If you want to know in detail
everything there is to know about positive discipline, don't wait any longer. Order your
copy right now!
Traditional Chinese edition of The Collapse of Parenting by Leonard Sax.
The Islamic tradition is rich with values that parents strive to imbue in their children:
respect, responsibility, integrity, love and more. Parenting is all too often filled with
sleepless nights, tears, and anxiety followed by endless doubts: "Did I do my best?"
"What could I have done differently?" "Am I responsible?" Positive Discipline, a
philosophy conceptualized by Dr. Jane Nelsen, provides a powerful model for
channeling parenting struggles into proven methods that yield results. Positive
Parenting in the Muslim Home addresses real challenges faced by real families. This
comprehensive book is essential for parents, caregivers, and educators seeking to
nurture a grounded parent-child relationship built on connection. It is a book of home. It
invites the reader to: - Approach parenting in Islam as a process of love and guidance Apply Positive Discipline tools to nurture Islamic values in matters of faith, relationships,
and everyday life - Empower children to be responsible, capable and proactive
individuals - Address sensitive issues constructively, including sex, drugs, bullying, and
youth radicalization - Resolve conflicts by focusing on solutions rather than
punishments Authors Noha Alshugairi and Munira Lekovic Ezzeldine share timeless
principles, describe 49 effective parenting tools, and guide through various parenting
challenges. Their experience spans all stages of development from birth to adulthood.
The authors masterfully transform theoretical Islamic principles into living realities.
Have you noticed that your sweet little son has become rebellious and impossible to
manage? Is it becoming increasingly difficult to reach an accord and every
misunderstanding turns into a fight? Don't be scared, your son is becoming a Teenager.
Like any parent, you find it hard to accept that your little baby is growing so fast. Until a
few years ago you were able to keep him under control and he was the most obedient
child in the world. But lately you've started to notice changes. He has changed his way
of dressing, he wants to look bigger to impress his friends and he no longer respects
the rules of the house. I want to reassure you, your child has no problem at all, he is
only undergoing a series of changes both physical and mental that can confuse him
and find him unprepared. His behavior is only his way of reacting to these changes.
Your role is essential at this stage in his life. You have the task of guiding him and
directing him to the right path, otherwise it could assume attitudes that will create
problems in the future. The choices that are made during this period can affect the
entire span of his life, so it is right to face the situation with the right preparation and
knowledge. In this book you will discover: How to understand when your child is
becoming a teenager How to change attitude towards him How to continue to protect
him but make him take its responsibilities How to connect with him and his new world
The best way to teach your child about useful life skills How to raise a responsible
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teenager This is not only a theoretical book, inside this book you will find practical
situations of daily life with the right method to deal with them. In this book I have
collected both common problems such as poor academic performance, bad friendships,
and situations that are more harmful and difficult to manage such as drug use or illegal
and harmful behavior. The advice contained in the book can be applied to both males
and females and there are examples for both. Stop hoping that things adjust
themselves, hope is not a strategy and without a right strategy what is now a small
problem could turn into something much bigger and irreparable. Don't waste time, every
single experience in the life of a teenager could mark him for life. By reading this book
you will finally know how to manage your child and find the peace and serenity you
have always had at home. Scroll up and add to cart.
??? Being a parent is one of life's greatest challenges.??? For many years it was
believed that continually berating and punishing their children was the best choice to
educate them. Only in the last few years has the practice of positive disciplines been
established. By reading this book you will learn: All you need to know about positive
parenting Why the old techniques doesn't work today Practical examples of daily life
with children How to face challenges that will arise on your journey as a parent. With
this essential guide you will learn how to connect with your child and how to raise happy
and disciplined children. Get ready to improve your parenting skills. Scroll up and click
"Add to Cart"
Tired of yelling and nagging? The true family connection is possible--and this essential
guide shows us how. This book will help you find balance and harmony within yourself
and in those around you. Keeping you grounded and enjoying the role as a parent now
and in your future, ensuring it is as happy and positive as it can possibly be. Let's get
you started on your journey of being a positive parent, with the practical and successful
tools that when followed, will help you find the joy in parenting. I always say, "there is
no time like the present, to start the way you mean to continue". So grab your copy now
and find out how a few simple steps can make your parenting days wonderful.
??????????, ???????????????, ??????????????????7??????????.
If You've Ever Allowed a Three-Year-Old's Temper Tantrum to Ruin You, Then Keep
Reading... and learn the no-nonsense approach to positive parenting and raising
emotionally intelligent kids You're in the middle of the supermarket and your three-yearold is in full meltdown mode over an icicle. There's yelling, there are tears and snot
flying everywhere. Do you: Give in and buy the icicle because you're way too
embarrassed Engage in a yelling match with your kid, i.e. lose your marbles completely
Drag your kid yelling and screaming out of the supermarket Calmly but firmly stand your
ground and tell your little one there are snacks waiting for them at home? Now that you
look at it, the correct answer is probably obvious. In the heat of the moment, however,
most parents will react instinctively and they'll do irrational things due to stress and
exhaustion. Let's face it - even the best and kindest of kids throw temper tantrums. In
fact, statistics show that 87% of 18 to 24-month-olds will have a total meltdown every
once in a while. No parent wants to lose control and shout at their child, but it happens.
Maybe you think that at least you are disciplining your child... but studies show that longterm it leads to poorer parent-child relationship and is consistently ranked the worst
disciplining method by child behavior psychologists. Aileen Jarvis & Rowan Roffe are
child developmental specialists and have seen this happen over and over again. One of
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the most common issues they faced when working with children has always been the
way in which the parents are just so radically underprepared to cope with the stress of
raising a child. While working together they realized that if they wanted to make a real
and lasting impact on a child's life, they had to start at the core; they had to start with
the parents. Ever since then they have worked tirelessly to bridge the divide between
parent and child and teach parents the secrets of mindful parenting. In this Positive
Parenting 2-in-1 Value Bundle, you will discover: What exactly is parenting with
purpose - actionable tips and no mumbo jumbo How your child's mind functions - little
ones don't process information as adults! How to handle the mighty temper tantrum like
a boss (the one thing all parents are probably dying to find out) The secret of setting
boundaries and outlining clear consequences, whether positive or negative How to
incorporate mindfulness into positive discipline 5 little things that you probably aren't
getting right 3 simple tricks that will stop you from losing your cool And much more.
Ultimately, your goal will always be to raise your child as best as possible. To love them
and care for them. No more will you have to worry about the stress of a tantrum in
public or your teen not obeying curfew. In this easy-to-follow book, Aileen Jarvis &
Rowan Roffe have cracked the code to a more rewarding parenting experience. Give
yourself the best opportunity possible to successfully deal with the challenges your
children give you, scroll up and click the "Add to Cart" button.
The nation's super popular education expert and doctor of psychology Lola Markham, after
Focusing with Children's Emotions, once again saves parents who are trapped in the family
battle! Rethink sharing, rules, punishment, reward, conflict and other parenting concepts, and
reconnect with children by empathy! Emphasis on the cultivation of emotional intelligence, the
true education vision is not only stop quarreling, but also let the children become lifelong
support friends!
A supportive guide that gives busy moms permission to care for themselves, from a popular
parenting blogger with one million Facebook followers "Would you rather have a perfect mom,
or a happy one?" This is the question that popular parenting blogger Rebecca Eanes couldn't
get out of her head. So she asked her school-age son, who didn't miss a beat in responding:
"A happy one." Thus began a journey of reflection and repair work, as Rebecca asked herself
an even harder question: How can I rediscover everyday joy amid the chaos of schedules,
homework, and housework--not to mention the guilt, comparisons, loneliness, fear, and
overwhelm? In other words, how can I become a happy mom again? In this relatable guide,
Rebecca walks readers through the process of getting back to happy, for your own sake as
well as your family's. Going beyond the usual advice about finding balance, embracing
gratitude, and not sweating the small stuff, her hard-won advice is written by a busy mom in
the trenches. Topics include: * Letting go of perfection (or anything close to it) * Making peace
with the past--including the pain of disappointment, loss, and the roads not taken * Tuning in to
your own wants and needs--and tuning out the comparisons, "shoulds," and noise of social
media * Finding magic in the mess * Choosing joy over fear and worry * Creating healthy
boundaries so that everyone in your life can thrive (including you!) Filled with fresh insights,
simple strategies, and aha moments, this is that rare book you'll want to read, share, and
return to for a booster shot of confidence, connection, and joy.
"Caring deeply about our children is part of what makes us human. Yet the thing we call
'parenting' is a surprisingly new invention. In the past thirty years, the concept of parenting and
the multibillion dollar industry surrounding it have transformed child care into obsessive,
controlling, and goal-oriented labor intended to create a particular kind of child and therefore a
particular kind of adult. In The Gardener and the Carpenter, the pioneering developmental
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psychologist and philosopher Alison Gopnik argues that the familiar twenty-first-century picture
of parents and children is profoundly wrong--it's not just based on bad science, it's bad for kids
and parents, too. Drawing on the study of human evolution and her own cutting-edge scientific
research into how children learn, Gopnik shows that although caring for children is profoundly
important, it is not a matter of shaping them to turn out a particular way. Children are designed
to be messy and unpredictable, playful and imaginative, and to be very different both from their
parents and from each other. The variability and flexibility of childhood lets them innovate,
create, and survive in an unpredictable world. 'Parenting' won't make children learn--but caring
parents let children learn by creating a secure, loving environment."--Provided by publisher.
Get ready to learn how to promote growth and teach good behavior positively and effectively,
while cultivating respect, communication, and healthy boundaries within the home! Improve
your parenting skills with this parenting guide. This book on parenting will help you get started
with the basics of positive parenting as well as practical tips and strategies for applying it in
your home.
Connection is the key to joyful parenting and raising emotionally healthy, responsible kids.
Make a positive transformation in your home as you let go of fear-based techniques and
embrace the philosophy of positive parenting. Filled with practical examples, personal stories,
and nuggets of hard-earned wisdom, The Newbie's Guide to Positive Parenting has everything
you need to change your parenting paradigm and enrich your family life. If you are desperately
missing the close bond you once had with your child, if your days are filled with tears and
frustration, this book is for you. The relationships we build with our children last a lifetime.
Ultimately, love is the only leverage we have with our kids. Fear-based parenting only works as
long as it can be physically or emotionally enforced, but love is a more effective motivator over
time. Through being kind and firm, consistent and empathetic, we allow our children optimal
development. When the child-rearing is done, the loving bond you have built is what will make
your relationship with your adult child fruitful and enjoyable. Positive parenting keeps that
relationship intact while teaching and guiding your child to his or her fullest potential.
Finally, The How-to Guide to Become a Great Parent and Develop Happy Children Even if you
have an Imperfect Family. Parenthood can be stressful and filled with problems and anxiety.
But parenting doesn't need to be so hard though. It can also be filled with beauty, and joy, and
satisfaction. If you focus on using the right strategies, and parenting habits you will start
noticing less stressful events and will begin enjoying and treasuring every day with your kids
more. Henry Quilaq's book The Imperfect Parent is the Essential Guide That Helps Parents to
Be Peaceful and Grow Up Happy and Carefree Children Who Give Unconditional Love. Advice
for Mom and Dad, this book will help you achieve just that. It will help you start your day happy,
filled with gratefulness and appreciation for the positive things in your family life. It will re-centre
your role as a parent and provide balance and positivity to your life. What you will love about
this parenting guide: POSITIVE PARENTING, great tips for smart parenting without yelling
TIPS TO ENCOURAGE POSITIVE PARENTING - keys to parenting your anxious child
through positive and peaceful parenting. THE POWER OF PARENTING - learn the right
parenting techniques for strong-willed children with love and without the power struggle. HOW
TO BE A POSITIVE PARENT - parenting with love and limits pre-schoolers, difficult children
and even parenting a teen who has intense emotions, every chapter is different, prompting you
to notice different improvements every day so you will stay motivated. THE TRUTH ABOUT
VERBAL ABUSE IN CHILDHOOD discover the effects of parenting styles on children's
behaviour. And how to make gentle parenting work. THE CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF
CHILD ABUSE Learn the power of parenting done right with patience so you will have the
flexibility to develop the right habits and not lose control. EFFECTIVE STEPS TO PARENTING
YOUR CHILDREN, strong-willed children and even hyperactive children. EMPATHIC
PARENTING Discover new ways of raising good, happy and successful children.
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ADVANTAGES OF PARENTING WITH LOVE, learn how to deal with a defiant or even an
explosive child. Practicing the power of positive parenting is one of the most effective things
you can do to transform your family life. Research shows that even small habit changes can
have a tremendously powerful effect in your relationships with children and as you practice the
concepts and advice on this book you will notice how things start to improve. Your family will
be grateful, and you'll enjoy better sleep, enjoy relationships, and will have greater resolve
towards achieving a nice family environment, showing more compassion and kindness for your
kids, and an overall sense of happiness. A must-read parenting book. The Imperfect Parent is
filled with lessons that every parent needs to learn about the do's and don'ts of parenting. It will
help you cultivate the right parenting attitude, it's a guide to stress-free parenting. Make it your
habit to apply one concept at a time and see the blessings you have by having kids in your life
and increase your overall well-being and family life satisfaction. This is truly a great parenting
book for mom and dad. Get your copy now, even gift one to a new dad and start your journey
to happiness together. Scroll up and click the "add to cart" button to buy now!
Have you tried different discipline methods but nothing seems to work with your child? Are you
afraid that your child may have problems in the future if he does not receive good discipline
now? Don't you know which strategy to use anymore? Are you going to give up? Keep
reading... My name is Susan Garcia and a few years ago I was in the same situation as you. I
am the mother of two wonderful children and thanks to my work as an educator and family
counselor I have been in contact with thousands of children and parents throughout my career.
The problem that happened to me most frequently is the fear of discipline. Discipline is always
associated with something negative by parents. But this is not the case at all. Discipline is a
good thing if you know how to use it. The first thing to understand is that there is a big
difference between discipline and punishment. While discipline is essential to raising your
child, punishment is not always the right technique to use. Today's children are growing faster,
and the techniques that worked a few years ago today are no longer effective. You need
something completely different, a new approach to educating children. Positive Discipline is
just what you need. Positive disciplines completely changed my way of approaching children's
education. Since I started using this technique with my children I have seen some incredible
improvements in our relationship since the first few weeks. Later I also transferred my
experience to my work and in a few years I achieved sensational results. Not only did the
parents solve their daily problems quickly, but they improved the connection and
communication with their children thanks to positive discipline. In this book I transferred all my
experience on the revolutionary technique of Positive Discipline and the best way to apply it to
everyday life In this book you will discover: All you need to know about positive discipline Why
the old techniques doesn't work today Practical examples of daily life with children How to
impose logical consequences without punishment How to improve communication with your
child How to avoid most common mistake every parents make How to connect with your child
How to raise a happy and disciplined children Being a good parent is easier than you think.
Following this guide you will notice improvements in your family life in less than a month. This
simple but comprehensive guide is fine even if you have already tried other methods in the
past without good results. Suitable for both parents with young children (For Teenagers I have
written another book that you should read) and to those about to become a parent. Stop being
afraid for your child's future. Start now to build a relationship of trust, to improve
communication and to understand how to correct his behavior. This way you will improve his
self-esteem and prepare him for a successful life. Don't think about it too much. Scroll up and
click "Add to Cart" RIGHT NOW!

Are you... failing to discipline your child? trying different discipline tactics but nothing
seems to work? failing to teach your kids good manners and behavior? If you've
answered at least one question with "yes", POSITIVE PARENTING DISCIPLINE is the
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book for you People talk about discipline like it is a bad thing involving pain and
suffering. They fail to understand that discipline is good, while punishment is something
we have to avoid as much as possible. Discipline seems hard and challenging.
Sometimes, it feels hopeless. But parents should know that these kids need the
guidance that starts at home. Teaching children good and bad behavior starts as soon
as we welcome them from birth. In the book "Positive Parenting Discipline", you'll learn:
How to become a fine parent Why you need to positively discipline your child Why
Understanding How a Child's Brain Works at Different Ages Is Important How to make
a positive impactful approach How to build good behavior How to maintain quality
relationship with your child How Positive Parenting Encourage Personal Development
and Self Growth in a Child How to Stop Fighting With Your Kids ...and many more! it's
time to become the parent you've always dreamed of being and you'll enjoy a happy
home and happy kids. Find out how to Positively discipline, become a positive parent,
and solve everyday parenting problems. Scroll up and click "ADD TO CART"
The Essential Guide To Parenting "... Gives the People the Essential Strategies To
Raise Health, Well Adapted Children In Today's World."--Terry Ethington "From New
Parents To Those With Teenagers, Read This To Minimize Stress and Conflict With
Your Children While Providing a Supportive Environment."--Iris Perry This
comprehensive, illustrated book draws upon Julia's years of parenting experience,
including over 12 years with her children, Craig and Sonya. You Will Learn These
Proven Parenting Concepts: What Positive Parenting Is Self-Imposed Boundaries
Instead of Enforced Boundaries Areas of Development of a Child Learn How To Avoid
Labeling Your Children Connecting With Your Children Raising Independent and
Cooperative Children How To Improve and Discipline Your Children With Love
Reinforcing Your Children Promoting Social Habits Promoting Confidence Parenting
Techniques Pre-School Age Primary School Age Teenagers And much, much more!
Includes Free Bonus Book: Cure Tension Headaches Fast: How To Treat and Prevent
Tension Headaches For Life Don't Miss Out, Get Your Copy Now!
Are you struggling with being a parent and wanting a method that ensures your
relationship with your child is strong and based in love? Positive parenting is a tested
parenting style that emphasizes mutual respect, trust, patience, and consequences
instead of punishments Positive parenting has a lot of benefits that have been observed
as a child grows older Benefits of positive parenting include better emotional
development, the ability to control and understand emotions, stronger relationships
between a child and parent, and a higher emotional intelligence in life, which is key to
success and happiness. What traits do you need to become a positive parent? This
book sets forth six keys a parent needs in order to adopt the positive parenting method:
Focusing on your own emotions and behavior Being consistent Giving yourself grace
Understanding the reason behind a child's behavior Giving attention to good behavior
Actively working on a child's emotional intelligence This book breaks those six keys into
two chapters, so you can see what you need to do for yourself first, and then what you
need to do for your child The chapter on what to do for yourself provides an organized
look at what you need to do to become patient, how to be more consistent, and how to
give yourself grace. You'll read about specific ways on how to accomplish these goals
and real-world examples. The hardest part about positive parenting is switching from
punishments to consequences Traditional punishments often use shame and guilt to try
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and correct behavior. Positive parenting uses the concept of "consequences" instead,
which is less harmful to the relationship between child and parent. This book
acknowledges the trickiness of consequences, and so provides thorough explanations
and examples, such as: Giving your child an alternative to a bad behavior, so you
redirect their attention Letting a child's mistake have natural consequences, so they
learn what happens in the real world Stepping in with logical consequences, which let
you set limits for your child in a reasonable and fair way Using verbal praise to
celebrate good behavior Celebrating effort instead of specific accomplishments Good
communication is key in any relationship, and it's especially essential in positive
parenting Good communication ensures a strong bond between a parent and child, so
you will learn how to improve that skill with ideas like having conversations while doing
something fun with your kid, becoming an active listener, and acknowledging that
communication will change as your child grows up. Every parent makes mistakes, and
they can be used as learning experiences The last chapter in this book explores the
most common mistakes parents tend to make, so you can have a better understanding
of how to avoid them. The kinds of mistakes you make change depending on the age of
your child, so you'll see what tends to happen with parents of toddlers, middleschoolers, and kids of all ages. Positive parenting can transform the relationship you
have with your child. With its core values of respect, trust, and patience, positive
parenting can help make conflict a less frequent occurrence in your home, and build up
a relationship that stays strong
Do you want a simple and essential guide to find solutions for small and large everyday
problems in the education and the discipline of your child to make him grow happier,
smarter and more self-confident? If yes, then keep reading... Your challenges aren't just
going to be unique to your family-they're going to be unique to your individual child as
well. The pace at which toddlers develop varies greatly, so don't compare, overthink,
stress, or panic. Use all the tools at your disposal-this book, podcasts, other parents,
your community, and your pediatrician-to help you assess if your child is on track in
their development. When you're parenting a toddler, it's important to stay consistent
with major keys like communication, discipline, structure, and boundaries, but also to
remember that you're human. As self-described moderates in parenting, our family
doesn't always do everything the same way, and that's okay. We do our best, count our
successes, and learn from the tantrum-filled moments. This book will focus on the
following: A Parent that Connects Mindful Parenting Environment of your Child Types of
Parents Parenting Styles How to be their Gentle Leader Foundation of Parenting
Teamwork - Getting Mom, Dad and Toddler on the Same Page The World Through the
Eyes of a Toddler Model, Model, Model Everyday Solutions to Parenting Problems
When to Say Yes and When to Say No Mistakes and Secrets to Staying Calm How to
solve Conflicts ...And Much More. This book will focus on maintaining that routine in a
practical and sane way so you can provide your toddler with the basics to keep them
active, alive, and happy, while connecting and bonding with them along the way. In
reading this book, you will discover joy in connecting your child's needs, interests, and
preferences to his behaviors and learn to look through the lens of his developmental
tasks at each stage. You will gain insights into how to shape your home environment to
best support your child's needs, explore ways to help your child manage her emotions,
and learn strategies to say "Yes" as often as possible. The attention and care parents
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provide to their babies helps them to develop and keeps the baby safe. The feeling of
having a child is beautiful and unique. But it is crucial to know that babies need special
care and that care begins right from the moment of their birth. From the very first day,
attention must be paid to dealing with the baby, even to create a bond with both the
mother and the father, since this is essential for the development of the child. For you to
be prepared with the arrival of your little one, I've crafted this fantastic book that helps
you cover up all the essential steps to parenthood and what you need to do to raise
your baby well. Ready to get started? Click "Buy Now"!
Are you looking for a simple and essential guide to find solutions for small and large
everyday problems in the education and the discipline of your child? Do you want to
learn the strategies and tips to develop a positive, secure, and kind attitude in your
child? These books are here to provide you with many of these such methods. The
feeling of having a child is beautiful and unique. But it is crucial to know that babies
need special care and that care begins right from the moment of their birth. From the
very first day, attention must be paid to dealing with the baby, even to create a bond
with both the mother and the father, since this is essential for the development of the
child. For you to be prepared with the arrival of your little one, I've crafted these
fantastic books that help you cover up all the essential steps to parenthood and what
you need to do to raise your baby well. When you are parenting a toddler, it is important
to stay consistent with major keys like communication, discipline, structure, and
boundaries, but also to remember that you're human. As self-described moderates in
parenting, our family does not always do everything the same way, and that's okay. We
do our best, count our successes, and learn from the tantrum-filled moments. In reading
these books, you will be guided through what to expect with your toddlers when they do
thrown tantrums, as well as what the most common reasons they thrown tantrums are.
You will learn how to stop and identify if the tantrums that you are seeing are due to
your own unrealistic expectations that will need to be altered for the benefit of everyone
involved. These books will focus on the following: -Mindful Parenting -Environment of
your Child -Parenting Styles -How to be their Gentle Leader -Teamwork - Getting Mom,
Dad and Toddler on the Same Page -The World Through the Eyes of a Toddler
-Everyday Solutions to Parenting Problems -When to Say Yes and When to Say No
-How to solve Conflicts -Strategies to establish the discipline -Effectively
communicating with your toddler -Handling everyday situations -Keys to success -How
to talk to and listen to your toddler -Why some toddlers have a hard time sleeping
-Sleep training -Implement positive discipline for toddlers -Discipline mistakes and how
to avoid them ...And much more Each chapter talks about a vital topic with tips and
strategies to handle toddlers. It is your job to put aside personal feelings and comfort to
do what is good and right for the child and help him overcome growth challenges, tame
tantrums, and influence desirable behavior. Having a child is one of life's greatest
moments. Seeing them for the first time can be like a moment frozen through all of
eternity. How could you ever imagine the love you have for a child before you even get
the chance to be a parent yourself? That is what is going to be the most important thing
to remember throughout your new methods of parenting. You are already a good
parent, and any mistakes made in the past were learning experiences for both of you.
Positive parenting a teenager? A terrific teen who's responsible, considerate, shows
good judgment, at least most of the time? Yes, it is possible! Here's your game plan,
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with 12 essential Tips.You may not feel like you have much influence on your child
these days, but teens' behavior is highly correlated with the strength of their bonds with
their parents.Good relationships between teenagers and their parents, as rated by both,
are positively correlated with school success and general happiness as rated by the
teen, and also by those around her.By contrast, weak or conflictual parent/teen
relationships are correlated with early sexual activity, experimentation with drugs and
alcohol, the teen's involvement in violence (as either perpetrator or victim), and
suicide.How do you parent this blossoming person who sometimes seems to be
becoming a stranger?
If you have toddlers in your family, you have probably already noticed that “Toddlers
are egocentric little people that live in the present moment 100% of their time”. This
observation is very true and it is one of the most singularly important factors in the
overall discipline approach to toddlers, particularly if you are struggling with toddlers’
demands. Considering that toddlerhood is a long period of NONLINEAR physical,
cognitive and emotional development, it is either you know what you are doing or
chances are your toddler will try to drive you insane. Do you know that there is a
reliable and effective strategy to empathically discipline your toddlers, reach them
during tantrums and even have toddlers that finally listen? Are you exhausted, clueless
in parenting and often frustrated with your toddler? Are you… ...clueless why your child
behaves in such a way? ...thinking that your child is bad because of his behavior?
...tired of trying to make your child listen? ...trying to control your toddler so badly?
...about to give up on parenting? Parenting is a challenge, but it can also be one of the
most beautiful and pleasant experiences in life. So read this book, use all the discipline
tricks and strategies and be confident – your love is the secret ingredient that fixes
everything. If you want to learn more about modern discipline strategies and how to
make the toddler years positive… then simply scroll up and grab the book
Positive Discipline or PD is a discipline model used by schools and in parenting that focuses
on the positive points of behavior. In this book, the aim is to show you how you can make a
positive impact on your child and raise them to become a responsible adult through chapters
on: -The mind of a toddler -Learning to communicate effectively with them -The power that
discipline offers -Setting limits and boundaries -Overcoming the tantrums -Handling behaviour
problems -Building a positive relationship with your child -And more...
Welcome to your 2-in-1 guide to effective, positive discipline for children and toddlers.The
purpose of this book is to help you teach your little ones safe, growth-promoting behaviors and
save you some of the stress and headaches that come with poor discipline. As you move
through this book, you will find tips and strategies to help you through some of your child's
toughest moments, along with real-world examples and practical advice on staying calm in the
face of frustration.Parts I and II were originally published as Positive Parenting: Essential
Guide for Parents and Toddler Discipline: Essential Guide for Parents. Now, for the first time,
these two guides have been adapted to create this new, more comprehensive overview of
positive parenting that's got you covered for every age and stage of childhood.
"This is a must-read for every family that yearns to create peace and harmony.” --Shefali
Tsabary, Ph.D., New York Times bestselling author of The Conscious Parent Tired of yelling
and nagging? True family connection is possible--and this essential guide shows us how.
Popular parenting blogger Rebecca Eanes believes that parenting advice should be about
more than just getting kids to behave. Struggling to maintain a meaningful connection with her
two little ones and frustrated by the lack of emotionally aware books for parents, she began to
share her own insights with readers online. Her following has grown into a thriving
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community--hundreds of thousands strong. In this eagerly anticipated guide, Eanes shares her
hard-won wisdom for overcoming limiting thought patterns and recognizing emotional triggers,
as well as advice for connecting with kids at each stage, from infancy to adolescence. This
heartfelt, insightful advice comes not from an "expert," but from a learning, evolving parent.
Filled with practical, solution-oriented advice, this is an empowering guide for any parent who
longs to end the yelling, power struggles, and downward spiral of acting out, punishment,
resentment, and shame--and instead foster an emotional connection that helps kids learn selfdiscipline, feel confident, and create lasting, loving bonds.
Want To Become A More Mindful, Attentive, & Laidback Parent While Raising A Curious &
Responsible Child? Is your child's temper tantrums getting out of hand?Does your child show
no progress in their potty training?Do you have trouble maintaining consistency in your
discipline efforts? Once your child enters their toddler phase, they go through rapid motor,
intellectual, social, and emotional shifts. This is the time they start to struggle because they're
developing a strong sense of independence... at the same time, they're also beginning to
discover that there are certain rules to follow. While this is a normal part of child development,
it often leads to frustration, inappropriate behavior, tantrums, and difficult emotions. One way
you can expertly navigate this trying time, while maintaining a loving and respectful relationship
with your child, is by using the Montessori Toddler Program - a discipline that is rooted on
every child's unique interests and skills. This book is the ultimate guide to Montessori Toddler
Program, where you will learn how to cultivate a positive parenting mindset, and use a variety
of practical and efficient ideas for every aspect of your toddler's life! With this guide to the
Montessori Toddler Program, you will: Successfully stay composed throughout your toddler's
tantrums and set clear limits without resorting to punishment or bribes Learn foolproof ways to
cultivate your toddler's curiosity while teaching them how to become more independent Easily
teach your toddler to stick to daily routines, such as bed and nap time schedules, keeping
clean, self-dressing, toilet training, and dealing with siblings And so much more! It's time to
give your toddler more credit - they are more capable than you realize! The Montessori Toddler
Program takes advantage of your child's natural motivation to act independently. With the help
of this book, you will be able to advance your toddler's self-reliance, cognitive and language
development, concentration, grace, and courtesy through a rich and well-prepared program
that is geared for your child's success. So, don't delay! What are you waiting for? Buy Now
"Montessori Toddler", and Get Your Copies Today!
Toddler Parenting Bundle: 2 Books In 1! Let's face it, parenting is tough. Especially during
toddlerhood, when your beloved baby grows up and becomes uncontrollable, unpredictable,
and super-emotional. But don't panic! Stay happy and positive. This collection covers the most
effective strategies to deal with behavioral problems, potty training, and save your child's trust
and love. You will learn how to understand, listen to, potty train and discipline your child with
the help of psychology and the best instrument in the world -- your heart. Instead of just telling
you to do something,Toddler Parenting book set provides practical actions you need to take in
order to succeed in this important period of your family's life. This book set includes: Book 1)
Toddler Discipline: The Essential Guide to Positive Parenting: Peaceful Solutions and
Strategies to Prevent Conflicts, Tantrums and to Raise a Happy Child This book is the key to
happy relationships, communication, and helping your child to develop in a positive way. Put
these strategies into practice and enjoy this period of a child's life without stress, tears, and
tantrums. What You'll Learn: How to Bring Up a Child without Stress and Harm. How to Solve
Conflicts and Prevent Tantrums Easily. Simple Tips and Tricks to Handle Toddler Behavior.
How to Deal with The Terrible Twos Period. The Secrets of Going to the Store with Children.
Common Discipline Mistakes and How to Avoid Them. Effective Ways to Replace Punishment.
Effective Communication: How to Talk to and Listen to Your Toddler. Parenting is a challenge,
but it can also be one of the most beautiful and pleasant experiences in life. So read this book,
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use all the discipline tricks and strategies and be confident - your love is the secret ingredient
that fixes everything. Book 2) Potty Training for Boys in 3 Days: Step-by-Step Guide to Get
Your Toddler Diaper Free, No-Stress Toilet Training. Use this proven 3-day method to free
your boy from dirty diapers! There are numerous potty training strategies, however, it is
important to choose the right one for your kid. We are going to look at a few of the most
proficient methods to potty train a boy. So this book will undoubtedly help you train your child
to use the potty and enjoy the process without any fear. Don`t worry about potty training. Potty
Training in 3 Days covers everything you need to know and do. You`ll learn a proven plan with
clear steps to get your baby diaper-free without stress and tears. And this training will help you
forget about diapers for good. Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn: When Your Boy Is
Ready for Potty Training. How to Prepare Your Child and Make Training a Lot Easier. The
Clear 3-Day Plan for Every Action before, during and after Potty Training. When Nothing
Works (A Troubleshooting Guide Based on a True Story) The Equipment You Should Use for
Successful Potty Training. Dealing with Accidents. +FREE BONUS Chapter. 41 Quick Tips and
Solutions for Successful Potty Training. Even if you've tried everything, your toddler can learn
to use a potty in just a few days. Would You Like To Know More? If you want to learn more
about modern discipline strategies and how to make the toddler years positive... then simply
scroll up and click the "Buy now with 1-Click" button. ? For a Limited Time: Buy the Paperback
version of this book and get the Kindle eBook version included - for FREE ?
Parenting pozitiv este mai mult decât o carte pentru p?rin?i. Este un ghid al leg?turilor
interumane. Rebecca descrie un parcurs menit s? cl?deasc? familii fericite, unite prin leg?turi
profunde. — AMY MCCREADY, autoarea c?r?ii The „Me, Me, Me“ Epidemic Noua carte scris?
de Rebecca Eanes scoate în eviden?? faptul c? paren-tingul înseamn? mult mai mult decât a-i
face pe copii s? respecte ni?te reguli. Este vorba despre vie?i ?i rela?ii reale, despre oameni
adev?ra?i; despre pove?ti cu mame, ta?i ?i copii din lumea noastr? de zi cu zi ?i despre cum le
putem transforma în ni?te pove?ti cu totul ?i cu totul minunate. — ANDY SMITHSON,
www.truparenting.net Sprijinindu-?i argumenta?ia pe cercet?ri din domeniul neuro?tiin?elor ?i
al dezvolt?rii umane, Eanes ne arat? cum trebuie s? creasc? p?rin?ii odat? cu copiii lor ?i cum
aceast? c?l?torie în tandem îi ajut? pe cei mici s? î?i ating? poten?ialul maxim. — MARILYN
PRICE-MITCHELL, autoarea volumului Tomorrow’s Change Makers REBECCA EANES este
creatoarea site-ului positive-parents.org ?i a comunit??ii Positive Parenting: Toddlers and
Beyond, pe Facebook. Pagina cre?te s?pt?mânal cu mii de membri dornici s? descopere
binefacerile unei altfel de educa?ii, în care cultivarea sim?ului r?spunderii ?i c?utarea solu?iilor
împreun? cu copilul dau rezultate mai bune decât pedepsele, exemplul autodisciplinei
func?ioneaz? mai bine decât priva?iunile ?i iubirea oferit? necondi?ionat rezolv? mai multe
probleme decât distan?area de copilul care tocmai a gre?it. Autoare a mai multe bestselleruri
despre parentingul pozitiv, Rebecca Eanes nu se consider? o expert?, ci o mesager?. Scrie cu
c?ldur? ?i afec?iune, ca de la p?rinte la p?rinte, direct din tran?eele maternit??ii. Cândva a avut
curajul de a face o schimbare profund?: trecerea de la metodele tradi?ionale de cre?tere a
copiilor la parentingul pozitiv. În prezent, dup? opt ani de studiu independent ?i experien?e
care i-au modelat percep?iile, este fericit? s? î?i îndrume cititorii pe calea bucuriei ?i a iubirii –
pe cât de imperfect?, pe atât de luminoas?. Ai ajuns la cap?tul r?bd?rii: copilul t?u refuz?
pentru a zecea oar? s? fac? ce îi spui, te sim?i neputincios în fa?a acceselor de furie, pierzi
controlul ?i te cople?esc gândurile negre. Ei bine, poate a venit timpul s? prive?ti lucrurile altfel.
Copiii nu sunt adul?i mici: prichindelul t?u de trei ani nu este în stare s? se poarte înadins ca un
tiran f?r? scrupule, la fel cum nici bebelu?ul de câteva luni nu poate elabora strategiile unui
manipulator viclean. Poate c? el doar încearc? s? î?i spun? ceva ?i înc? nu ?tie cum. Are
nevoie de ajutorul t?u. Copiii no?tri ne-au fost încredin?a?i ca s? îi preg?tim, cu iubire, pentru
lumea plin? de provoc?ri care îi a?teapt?. Ca s? le facem fa?? împreun?, Rebecca Eanes ne
recomand? parentingul pozitiv: o metod? alternativ? de educare a copiilor bazat? pe
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ata?ament, respect reciproc, atitudine proactiv?, empatie ?i disciplin? pozitiv?. Convins? c?
problemele vie?ii nu se rezolv? prin pedepse ?i c? lipsa lor nu este totuna cu lipsa disciplinei,
autoarea ne îndeamn? s? ne apropiem suflete?te de copiii no?tri, f?r? team?, ?i ne propune
solu?ii simple cu ajutorul c?rora putem ajunge la armonie în via?a de familie. REBECCA
EANES este creatoarea site-ului positive-parents.org ?i fondatoarea comunit??ii Positive
Parenting: Toddlers and Beyond, pe Facebook. Semneaz? volumul The Newbie’s Guide to
Positive Parenting, bestsellerul Positive Parenting: An Essential Guide (Parenting pozitiv. Ghid
esen?ial, Curtea Veche Publishing, 2018) ?i este coautoare a c?r?ii Positive Parenting in
Action: The How?To Guide for Putting Positive Parenting Principles into Action in Early
Childhood. De ase-menea, contribuie în calitate de editor colaborator la revistele Creative
Child ?i Baby Maternity, public? regulat în Motherly ?i activitatea ei este apreciat? de
Psychology Today, Mind Body Green, Maria Shriver, blogul Institutului Gottman, Boston
Parents Paper, Brightly. În prezent studiaz? ca s? se acrediteze ca instruc-tor de parenting
con?tient. Din perspectiva mamei care ?i-a schimbat modul de gândire, trecând de la parenting
tradi?ional la parenting pozitiv, Rebecca î?i împ?rt??e?te zilnic inspira?ia ?i în?elepciunea
dobândite cu trud?, prin intermediul comunit??ii sale tot mai numeroase de pe Facebook.
Transformarea propriei familii prin puterea apropierii suflete?ti a inspirat-o pe Rebecca s?-?i
împ?rt??easc? experien?a, în speran?a c? ?i al?i p?rin?i vor profita de beneficiile aplic?rii
metodelor paren-tingului pozitiv. Rebecca este c?s?torit? cu iubitul ei din liceu ?i ador? s?
consemneze în fiecare zi momentele minunate petrecute al?turi de cei doi fii ai ei.
You have a new baby, or its arrival is imminent. You're excited and more than a bit nervous.
You want everything to be perfect, but you still need help along the way, not least with
choosing a name. Making sure you make the right decisions, so that your child will grow and
thrive in a happy and well-balanced environment, is essential for your child, but also for you
and the rest of your family as well. This three-book bundle is ideal for first time parents or those
who think they could use a little extra help when choosing names or making sure their
parenting is as good as it can be. Baby Names, New-born 101 and Positive Parenting are a
comprehensive bundle that takes a lot of the stress out of those first few days when your baby
comes home to stay and include things such as: - Trending, common and unusual baby names
- Preparing your home for your baby - Common concerns and worries - Looking after your
baby and yourself - Positively shaping your children for life - Parenting young children and
parenting teenagers - Easy parenting tips - And much more... You can't get everything right
first time when you have a new baby. You will make mistakes and probably learn from them.
But with this comprehensive book bundle you will be able to eliminate many of the most
common mistakes that most people make and allow for a smoother and more stress-free
transition in this new and exciting chapter of your lives.
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